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Let X be a unit vector random variable taking values on a k-dimensional sphere 
Q with probability density function f(x). The problem considered is one of 
estimating f(x) based on n independent observation X,, . . . . X, on X. The proposed 
estimator is of the form f,(x)= (nhk-I)-‘C(h) x.:=1 K[(l -x’X#h*], x~l2, where 
K is a kernel function defined on R + Conditions are imposed on K and f  to prove 
pointwise strong consistency, uniform strong consistency, and strong L,-norm 
consistency off, as an estimator off: kc 1988 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTR~D~JCTI~N 
There is considerable literature on non-parametric estimation of the 
probability density function (pdf) of a random variable taking values in Rk 
through kernel functions. If X,, . . . . X, is a sequence of random k-vectors 
with f as the common pdf, then the Rosenblatt-Parzen kernel estimator is 
of the form 
f,(x) = ww l f: KC@ - ~iM,l, xeRk, (1.1) 
1 
where K is a bounded pdf on Rk and {h,} is a sequence of positive 
numbers. The object of the present paper is to develop a suitable theory 
of kernel density estimation for random variables taking values on a 
k-dimensional unit sphere Qk, which we denote simply by Q dropping the 
sufftx throughout the paper. 
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The subject is of some practical interest as there are many situations 
where observed data are in the form of direction cosines or in the form of 
vectors scaled by an unknown positive scalar so that only the direction is 
known. Problems of inference based on such data are discussed under 
various parametric models for the pdf on Q (for a review of the literature 
on the subject see books by Batschelet [l, 21, Mardia [7], and Watson 
[ 111, the review paper by J. S. Rao [9], and a recent paper by Pukkila 
and Rao [8] for derivation of particular parametric models for directional 
data). 
Let X,, . . . . X, be i.i.d. unit vectors with f as the common pdf on G? such 
that 
(1.2) 
where w  is the Lebesgue measure on Q. 
Theoretically speaking, to estimate the density f(x) on 52, we can 
proceed as follows. First select a one-to-one mapping q5 from Q onto or 
into Rk- ’ (which may be chosen as continuous or even arbitrarily differen- 
tiable). Then based on the transformed data &X1), . . . . 4(X,), by using 
the usual (kernel, nearest neighbor, or orthogonal series, etc.) density 
estimation, we can construct an estimate of the density of $(X). Finally, by 
the inverse transform, we get an estimate of f(X). However, two kinds of 
difficulties arise in practice. First, the transform and its inverse may be 
complicated and difficult to compute, especially for large k. Second, 
whatever transformation is used, there is at least one point at which the 
density cannot be estimated. This happens even for k = 2. If we consider the 
density function f(x) on the unit circle as that on the interval [ -rc, n] 
when f(rr)=f( -rr)> 0, then f(x) is not a continuous function on R’ 
(assuming f(x) = 0 outside this interval). Hence there is no kernel density 
estimate of f(x) which is uniformly consistent (even in the sense of weak 
convergence). Therefore, we have to choose a mapping to transform the 
unit circle onto R’. In this case, the transform and its inverse may be com- 
plicated and the value of the density at the point (- 1,O) cannot be 
estimated since this point corresponds to infinity by the transform. The 
main purpose of this paper is to propose a method by which we directly 
estimate the density on 0, and to investigate the limiting properties of this 
estimate. 
When k 2 2, we propose the following kernel estimator of f(x) based on 
x X”, 1, . . . . 
fn(x)= (nP’)-‘C(h) f K[(l -x’Xi)/hz], XEQ (1.3) 
i=l 
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where h = h, > 0, K( .) is a non-negative function defined on R + = [0, co) 
such that 
o< I cc K(u) 
v(k~-3)/2 dv< oo (1.4) 
0 
and C(h) is a positive number such that 
hk-‘[C(h)]-‘= jQ K[(l-x’y)/h2] do(y). (1.5) 
Here the above integral is obviously independent of x. 
Using the result (2.2.2) given in Watson [ll, p. 441, the integral (1.5) 
can be written as 
2,.&k-1)/2 
EC(h)l-‘=h”-lq(k- 1)/z] +l K[(l -z)/h2](1 -z2)(k-3’2dz -1 
2,&k- 1)/2 
= T[(k - 1)/21 
K(v) v(k - W(2 _ #)‘k - 3)/z do. (1.6) 
We note that if {h,} is such that h, + 0 as n + co, then by (1.4) and the 
dominated convergence theorem 
lim IC(h.),-1=~~~(x,;;,j~K(u)a(*“-2dL=l. (say 1. (1.7) 
n+cc 0 
Some examples of the choice of the kernel function are as follows: 
K(v) = e-’ (Longevin-Von Mises-Fisher distribution) 
= 1 if u < 1, = 0 otherwise (uniform distribution on a cup). 
In this paper, we study the various conditions under which f,(x) +f(x) 
a.s. pointwise, uniformly, and in &-norm. 
We quote some lemmas which will be used in the proofs of theorems in 
later sections. 
LEMMA 1. Let tl, . . . . 5, be independent random variables such that 
E(<,)=Oand V(ti)=af, i=l,..., n. Further let there exist a finite constant b 
such that P([til ,<b)= 1, i= 1, . . . . n. Then for any E > 0 and all n, we have 
P((nml ! ,  tiia&) d 2 exp[ -ne2/(202 + be)], (1.8) 
where a’=~‘(IT:+ ... +a:). 
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For a proof, see Hoeffding [6]. 
In order to state Lemmas 2 and 3, we introduce some concepts and 
notations. Let xi, . . . . x, be r points in Rk, and d be a class of Bore1 sets in 
Rk Denote by d&(x,, . . . . x,) the number of distinct sets in {Fn A :A E ~$1, 
where F= {x1, . . . . x,}. Define 
m”(r) = max d&(x,, . . . . x,). 
F 
(1.9) 
Vapnik and Chervonenkis [lo] showed that m”(r) = 2’ for any positive 
integer r, or m”(r) <rs+ I, where s is the smallest integer j such that 
m”‘(j) # 2’. A class of sets d for which the latter case holds will be called a 
V-C class with index s. 
Let X, , X,, . . . . be a sequence of i.i.d. random vectors in Rk with a com- 
mon distribution p and p,, be the empirical distribution of Xi, . . . . X,,. 
Denote a “distance measure” between CL, and ,u by 
Further, assume that 
~,WY cl), sup I/&l(A)-&z(A)I, sup &(A) (1.11) 
AE.d AE.4 
are all random variables. We have the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2. Let d be a V-C class with index s such that 
sup p(A) < 6 < $. 
AEd 
Then for any E > 0; 
p{D,,(d, p) > E} d 5(h)” eXp[ -n&*/(916 +4E)] 
+ 7(2n)” exp( - 6468) 
+ 22+sn1+2s exp( -&r/8) 
provided 
n > max( 126/E*, [68( 1 + s) log 2]/6). 
(1.12) 
(1.13) 
For a proof of Lemma 2, the reader is referred to Zhao [13]. 
683/27/l -3 
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Denote by 11.1( the Euclidean norm on Rk. Write 
mP)= {Y.IIY-XII <P>Y xcRk,p>O, 
%w)= {.Y: llv-XII WY xeRk,p>O. 
We have the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3. If E(k) denotes the set of all open balls B(x, p) and B(k) 
denotes the set of all closed balls B(x, p), then B(k) and B(k) both belong to 
the V-C class with the same index s = k + 2 for all k = 1,2, . . . . 
For a proof see Wenoeur and Dudley [ 123 (1981). 
LEMMA 4 (A multinomial distribution inequality). Let n,, . . . . n, be the 
frequencies in m classes of a multinomial distribution in n = n, + . . . + n, 
independent trials. Then for all E E (0, 1) and all m such that (m/n) < ~~120, 
we have 
P l!I In,-En,/ >n.s <3exp(-n&=/25). 
(. > 
For a proof, see Devroye [3]. 
(1.14) 
2. POINTWISE STRONG CONSISTENCY 
We prove the following theorem on pointwise strong consistency of&x) 
as defined in (1.3) as an estimator of f(x). 
THEOREM 1. Let K(.) and (h,} satisfy the following conditions: 
(a) K is bounded on R + , 
(b) O<sT K(b)vck-“‘=dv<co, 
(cl) lim,+, v(~~~)‘~K(v)=O or 
(c2) f is bounded on Q, 
(d) lim, _ o. h, = 0, and 
(e) lim,, m (nhf:-‘/log n) = co. 
Then at any continuity point x off, 
lim f,(x) =f(x) a.s. (2.1) 
n-m 
We need the following lemma to prove Theorem 1. For convenience of 
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notation we write h for h, throughout the paper except in the statements of 
theorems. 
LEMMA 5. Suppose that the conditions (a) - (d) of Theorem 1 hold. Then 
at any continuity point x off 
IEfJx) -f(x)1 + 0 as n-too. (2.2) 
Further, iff is continuous on Q, then 
lim Sup IEfn(x) - f(x)1 = 0. 
n-cc x (2.3) 
Proof Using (1.5), 
<C(h)h’-&j- KC(l-x’y)P21 If(Y)--f(x)l My) 
1 -x’.!J<d 
+C(h)hl-k 
s KC1 -Wlh21f(y)d~(y) 1 - x’y > 6 
= I, + 12 + I, (say). (2.4) 
By continuity of f at x, we can find 6 >O for any given E >O such that 
If(y)-f(x)l<&for l-x’y<& Thus, by (1.5), 
Z,<&(h)h1-k/QK[1-x’y)/h2]do(y)=E. (2.5) 
Now, let condition (c,) of Theorem 1 hold. Then 
Z,<C(h)6’1-k”2 sup K(u)u(~-~)‘~ 
I ,f(y)dm(y)+O 
as n-rco 
D > 6/h= 
(2.6) 
by (1.2), (1.7), and conditions (cl) and (d) of Theorem 1. Further, we have 
z = 2C(h) z(k-‘M2 
2 zT(k- 1)/21 
K(u)[u(2 - h2u)](k-3)‘2 du 
< (2~)‘~- ‘)“C(h) 
’ fC(k- 1)/21 
f(x)js6;zK(u)u(k-3)‘2du+0 as n-*co (2.7) 
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by (1.4) and (1.7). Equations (2.5)-(2.7) imply (2.2). The results (2.2) when 
(c2) is true and (2.3) can be proved in a similar manner. 
Proof of Theorem 1. By Lemma 5, we have 
lim E&(x) =f(x); (2.8) n - IX 
also we shall prove that 
lim [f”(x) - Ef(x)] = 0, as., (2.9) n-w 
so that (2.8) and (2.9) imply that f,(x) +f(x) a.s., which is the desired 
result. 
Put 
&=h’pkC(h)(K[(l -x’Xi)/h2] -EK[(l -x’Xi)/h2]). 
Then <r, . . . . <, are i.i.d. and 
E(5,)=O,lc;,I O+%h)M 
E(t;)4h2”-“C2(h)jn K2 C(l -W/h21 f(y) d4y) 
G Mh2” -“‘C’(h) 
s KCtl -4W21 f(y) ddy), (2.10) R 
where M is an upper bound of K on R + . By (1.7) and Lemma 5, there exist 
constants a > 0 and u(x) > 0 such that 
15, I 6dpk, Et;f<u(x) h’-k. 
By Lemma 1, 
PClfn(x) -f(x)l z El = p [n-l Ipi1 a] 
< 2 exp[ -nc2/(ach1-k + 2u(x) hlpk)] 
= 2 exp[ -nhk- ‘E~/(~u(x) + a~)]. 
By condition (e) of Theorem 1, 
1 PClf,tx) - %.(x)l 2 ~1 < 00 =-f,(x) - Ef,(x) = 0 a.s., 
n 
i.e., (2.9) holds, which together with (2.8) implies (2.1), the result of 
Theorem 1. 
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3. UNIFORM STRONG CONSISTENCY 
In the following we assume that ~1 is a measure on !J with f(x) as the pdf 
and ZL, is the empirical measure based on the sample A’,, . . . . X,. We have 
the following theorem which is parallel to that for the standard case given 
by Bertrand-Retali [4]: 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that f is continuous on D and K is bounded on R, 
and Riemann integrable on any finite interval in R + with 
~0~S~p{K(~):~&~J<1}u~k~3”2du<m. (3.1) 
If h,-tO and 
(nhi- ‘/log n) + ~13 (3.2) 
asn-,oO, then 
sup If,(x)-f(x)1 +O a.s. (3.3) 
x 
ProojY The proof of Theorem 2 is similar to that of Theorem 1 in 
Devroye and Wagner [S]. Here we give only a sketch of the proof. By 
Lemma 3 of Devroye and Wagner [S], for each q+, 6 small and p large we 
can find a function 
K*(v) = f ail,,(v), 
where Z,, is the indicator function: 
0) a1 9 ee.3 aNo are non-negative numbers, 
(ii) A,, . . . . A,, are disjoint intervals contained in [0, p], 
(iii) [K*(v) - K(v)1 <q on [O, p] except on a set D, 
(iv) D c B= lJr*B;, where B,, . . . . B,. are intervals in [0, p] whose 
union has Lebesgue measure less than 6, and 
(VI max,.i.,,aidsup,K(v)=M (say). 
We note that continuity off on B implies that it is uniformly continuous 
and f(x) < M, (some constant) on Q. By Lemma 5, 
sup Efnb) -f(x)1 + 0 a.s.as n+co. (3.4) 
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Putting 
wx)=~‘-kCo~ I~C~~-~‘y~/~*l-~*C~~-x’y)/h2])f(y)dw(.Y), R 
~2n(x)=h’-kC(h) JloK*c(1 -x’.YM21 4P,(.Y)-p(y)1 , 
we have 
sup Ifn(x) - W”(X)I d i sup U,,(x). 
x j=, x 
(3.5) 
Following Devoye and Wagner [5], we can prove that 
SUP U,,(x) and sup U,,(x) (3.6) 
x x 
can be made arbitrarily small by choosing q, 6 small and p large enough. 
Let 
Ai*( (yd2: [(1 -x’y)/h*]EAi}. 
Then 
(say). 
Hereafter, c denotes a positive constant but may take different values at 
different appearances, even in the same expression. 
If we choose A, = [ai, bi), i= 1, . . . . NO, then 
A:(x)={L.E52:~h~lly-xll<~h}. 
Writing 
d= {A,*(x):xcQ, i= 1, . . . . N,} 
we have by Lemma 3, 
m”(n) < 2(nk+2 + 1)2 for any n. (3.8) 
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Hence d is a V-C class with some index s as defined in the text following 
(1.9). Then using Lemma 2 quoted in Section 1, we have 
P{sup U,,(X)~E} <cn’+*“exp(-cnP’), (3.9) 
By (3.2), we have 
1 P[sup U,,(x) BE] < co 
n x 
Then, by the Borel-Cantelli lemma, 
sup U,,(x) + 0 
for any E > 0. 
a.s. (3.10) 
(3.5), (3.6) and (3.10) complete the proof of Theorem 2. 
4. STRONG L, -NORM CONSISTENCY 
In the following, we establish under some conditions the strong L,-norm 
consistency of fn(x), i.e., 
I If,(x) -f(x)1 d4x) + 0 0. (4.1) R 
The precise statement is given in Theorem 3. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose that 
(a) fom u(~-~)‘*K(u) dv < GO, 
lb) h,+Oandnhf:-‘-+ooasn-+co. 
Then, for any given E > 0, there exists a constant c > 0 such that 
P {IQ If,(x) -f(x)1 do(x) 2 E} de-“. 
Proof: By (l.S), 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
vn = I I%z(x) -f(x)1 ddx) R 
O-(h)j ddx)j- KC(1-x’y)lh211f(~)-f(x)ld~(y). n R 
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Given E > 0, we can find a non-negative continuous function g(x) on Q 
such that 
I If(x) - g(x)1 dMx) < 46. (4.5) R 
Then 
Gj hl-kCw~(x)j KC(l --wl~21 If(Y)-dY)l d4.Y) R R 
+ I, A’ -kC(h) ddx) jQ a-(1 -x’.YPl If(x)- &)I d4Y) 
+ j~h”‘C(h)do(x)SnKC(l--x’y)lh21 IdY)-g(x)1 d4.Y) 
=J,,+J,,+J3,, say. (4.6) 
By (1.5) and (4.5), 
= 5 p If(Y)-g(y)1 DDE)<+ (4.7) 
In the same way, 
JZn < 46. (4.8) 
Let us denote M,=sup{g(x), XEQ} and Q,(x)= {~EQ: 1 -x’y>ph2}. 
As in (3.9), we can take p sufficiently large such that 
il, hl-kC(h) do(x) j KC(l - w/~21 I ET(Y) - bG)l d4Y) QI(.Y) 
bq$-kw) j/4x) jQ;,~x)KIu -x’Jw21 d4.Y) 
EM h’-kC(h)(27t)‘k-‘)‘2 
&! TCW- 1)/21 
jQ ddx) jpm dk - 3”2K(u) dv < ~112. (4.9) 
By uniform continuity of g(x) on Q and (1.5), we see that for large n, 
jQhl”C(h)do(x) j KC(l -.hW21 IVY)-&)I My) 
R ~ Q1C.x) 
l~-~C(h) K[(l -x’y)/h2] do(y)<e/12. 
(4.10) 
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By (4.6~(4.10), for large n, 
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Take K*(u) > 0 such that 
V” <E/2. (4.11) 
C(h)(2z)‘k- I)” z-E& - lY23 ,zqu) _ ~a(~), “fk- 3)/2 du <$j 7 (4.12) 
and put 
(4.13) 
As in (1.6) we have 
s IL(x) -fZ+(x)l ddx) R 
i 
lK[(l -x’Xi)/h2]-K*[(l -x’X,)/h’]I dw(x) 
R r=l 
< C(h)(27#- 1w 
’ T[(k-1)/21 I 
[K(u)-K*(u)1 ~‘~-~“~dt1<~/6, (4.14) 
R 
i=l 
and 
s I%,(x) - WW)I ddx) < &/6. (4.15) R 
We can take 
K*(v)= f ~jZ,&), 
j=l 
where A,, . . . . A, are disjoint finite intervals on R,. By (4.11), (4.14), and 
(4.15), in order that (4.4) holds, it is enough ro prove that for any .sl >O, 
there exists a positive constant c such that 
P If,*(x) - Efn*(x)l dw(x) > e, < epc”. (4.16) 
Here we can take K*(u) = ZCa,b)(u). 
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For x = (x1, . . . . xk)’ E 0, we can represent x in polar coordinates 
x1 = cos 81 
.x2 = sin 8, cos 8, 
. . 
xk-l=sintI,... sin8,p,c0s8,-, 
x,=sintI,...sinfJ,~, 
(4.17) 
with 0 G ei 6 7~, i = 1, . . . . k - 2 and 0 < ok- 1 6 27~. Such a representation is 
unique except for a Lebesgue null set H c Q. Take L > 0, and put 
J:) = Ix = x(e,, . . . . ek~,)~~-H:L~‘h(ij-i)~ej<L~lhij}, 
ij = 1. 2, . . . . 24 - 1= [K’LR], j = 1, . ..) k - 2, 
ikp,=lr2 ,..., v- 1= [h-‘2L7c], 
.I;) = {X = x(e,, . . . . e,_,)d2-H: (IA- i)L-%~ej67tj, 
j = 1, . . . . k - 2, 
q-l)= {x=x(eI, . . . . ek-,)EQ-HH:(v-i)L-lh~ek~I~2K} 
and 
k-- 1 
Ji, ._. &, = n Jy), il ) . . . . ik- 2 = 1, 2, . . . . u; ik _ I = 1, 2, . . . . u. 
j= 1 
All these Ji, jkm, constitute a pertition Y of Q - H. 
Take c and L such that 
c>max{,/%k3’2,,/%k3i2+(2L)-1k3} and 2L-‘c<b-a. 
Put 
A = [a, b), B=[a+L-‘c,b-L-‘c] 
A*(x)={~E~--H:a<(l-x’y)/h2<b}, XESZ-H, 
B*(x)={y~51-H:a+cL-‘<(l-x’y)/h2<b-L-’c}, XEQ-H, 
D(x)= u J, XEQ-H. 
JE Y,JcA*(.r) 
Now we proceed to prove that for x E Q - H, 
G(x) = A*(x) - D(x) c A*(x) - B*(x) = G*(x). (4.18) 
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Assume that y = y(P,, . . . . f$- 1) E G(x). Then y#D(x), and there exists a 
set Ji,...4-, and a point w  = w(tI;, . . . . I~~-~)EJ~~...~~-, such that 
YEJil...ik-17 WE Jil...ikm, but o#A*(x). (4.19) 
Thus l@j-0,llI -CL-‘h, and by (4.17), jyj-ojl <jhL-‘, where yj and oj 
are the components of y and w, respectively. Hence 
II y-ml/ <k3’*hLp’. (4.20) 
But o#A*(x)*Ilx-wll >fih or 11x-w/I <ah, which in turn 
implies that 
I/x- y/l > (,,b-k3’2Lp1)h or J/x- y/l <(fi+k3’2L-1)h 
i.e., 
l-x’y>(b--CL-‘)h* or l-x’y<(a+cL-‘)h*. (4.21) 
Thus YEA*(X)-B*(x), and (4.18) is proved. 
Since K*(u)=Z,(u), we have 
f If,*(x) - W,*(x)l d(a) R 
=hl-kC(h) s R IPL,(A*(x))-PV*(X)I d4x) 
G h’ - kW) JI, JE ~ ,c A IL,(J) - 14J)l do(x) 
,c * 
(-~) 
+ h’-kW) I CAG*(x)) + ,QG*b-111 do(x) R 
= Zln + z2n (say). (4.22) 
For any probability measure v on 0, we have 
h’-kC(h) 5 vCG*(x)l da(x) R 
=I f* dv(y) hl-kC(h)ZA_B[(l -x’y)/h2] do(x) 
~ C(h)(2n)ck- ‘)‘* 
rC(k- lIPI s 
v(k-3’12 dv < ~,/3 
YEA--B 
(4.23) 
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by taking L sufliciently large. Thus 
Z,, < 2&,/3. (4.24) 
If JE Y, y~JcA*(x), XEQ- H, then (1 -x’y)<bh4. Hence 
< I Ico,~, [(I - x’yl/h2] do(x) < chk- ‘, i-2 
(4.25) 
where c is a positive constant. Thus by (4.22) and (4.25), we have 
Since #(Y) d ch’~ k = o(n) by (4.3), Lemma 4 can be used. Thus by (4.22), 
(4.24), and (4.26), we have 
where c>O is a positive constant, which proves (4.16) the desired result. 
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